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Item Code A5003

Size 500 x 400 x 300 cm

Berth 1 - 10 (1 - 2 out of inner tent and 1 - 8 inside)

Pack size 112 x 31x 30 cm

Tent weight 23 kg

Total weight 48 kg

TOUAREG
Offering a more open feeling compared to other Bell tents, the 
Touareg has fantastic features with a unique quality. It features 
double layered doors at either end allowing exit and entry from 
both sides. These double layered doors give you perfect privacy 
as well as a full mesh panel for added air flow.

The premium Quest Tec FullC 100% cotton canvas means 
there is no more worrying about “is my tent leaking or is it 
condensation?” as this is a fully breathable material. Not only 
is it breathable, the cotton material has much better insulation 
properties which will keep the tent cooler in the summer and 
warmer in the colder months giving you much more comfort 
than a polyester or poly-cotton tent and enabling you to camp 
all year round.

The heavy duty Fully Zipped PVC groundsheet can be 
unzipped and rolled up to allow the breeze to come through on 
those hot days and give you that 360° Vista View, which is a 
unique feature its rival do not have.

On top of these double layered doors you get Scenic Windows 
on both sides. These aren’t usually found as standard on a 
Touareg, but are on this model. They have internal blinds for 
privacy and give great views and allow more light inside, even 
when the weather is bad.

The premium minimal pitch frame is extremely strong giving 
you peace of mind that this tent will be with you for years to 
come. Amazingly the Touareg only uses one centre pole and two 
doorway ‘H frame’ poles which helps ensure it is easy and quick 
to pitch, so much so that it can be pitched by a single person. 

With a smaller pack size than similar sized tents on the market 
you will still have plenty of space in the car to make sure you pack 
everything you need for your trip without having to get a trailer 
or roof box. 

Complete with everything you need to set up including heavy 
duty pegs, pre-attached guy lines , you are ready to go.

Poled
Bell Tent

Pitch Times
1 Person : 18 mins
2 People : 11 mins

Premium 
Glamping  
Experience

Features
|  Quest Tec FullC canvas.  |  Waterproof and 

breathable.  |  Ventilation doors (large) and built 
in roof vents.  |  Premium minimal pitch fame.  |  2 
Year warranty.  |  Any season tent.  |  360o Vista 
view.  |  UV 50+ Protection.  |  Inner tent ready  |  

Zipped PVC groundsheet.  |  Premium NoChill mesh 
ventilation with covers.  |  Premium guy ropes.  
|  Ground anchors.  |  Premium Hand sliders.  |  

Sustainable fabric.  |  Scenic windows.  |  Internal 
blinds (zipped).  |  Single person pitch.  |Touareg shown with optional extra large tarp (purchased separately )
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